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Abstract 

Nowadays, pictures have more and more applications in various fields. Because 

different situations may have different commands of the ratios of pictures, we present 

a program which can resize the pictures according to their contents. Compared with 

the traditional method which only cares about the geometric constraints, our program 

can reserve the important contents of the pictures, which means that the visual effect 

of the pictures will not be damaged after the resizing. 

In order to change the ratio of pictures while avoiding distorting their main 

contents, we use a method called seam carving. Based on the energy function used for 

finding useless pixels and dynamic programming used for finding some continuous 

seams which will be deleted later, our program can finally change the image to a new 

ratio perfectly. Due to some deficiencies of the basic program, we also make some 

improvements. The first one is the improvement of the algorithm: we add face 

detection to the basic program. Not only does this improvement can solve many 

problems of the basic program automatically, but also it is our own innovation of the 

study of content-aware resizing. The second one is the addition of customization: we 

allow users to select the specific contents that they want to reserve, which can meet 

the different needs of users. It’s also our own innovation which will be very useful in 

practical situations.  

Our program can have many practical applications. We have some ideas about 

how to put this algorithm into real use, which is one of our practical innovations of 

this topic. In terms of different ratios of photo printing, graphic designing and screen 

displaying, this program will have various uses, which will make a groundbreaking 

progress in practice. 

 

Keywords: content-aware, seam carving, face detection, customization, energy 

function, dynamic programming 
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1 Introduction 

As the saying goes, a map is worth a thousand words. With the progress of 

science and technology, more and more people are willing to use electronic equipment 

to record daily life. Usually, our photos are saved in those equipment, such as 

telephones, iPad, cameras and so on. The pictures shown by the electronical screens 

are perfect but one day when we want to print out these photos, we will encounter a 

lot of problems. Because the electronical devices screens’ ratios are different and even 

some photos are vertical screen shot and some photos are horizontal screen shot, it’s 

hard to print these pictures in the same scale unless we accept the pictures with 

seriously deformed contents. 

Fig. 1.1  Photos of different sizes taken by various devices  

( a & b, photos that are shot by the iPhone 4, the aspect ratio of 3: 2. c & f, photos that are 

Samsung shot out, the aspect ratio of 16: 9, and f is the vertical screen shooting. d & e, photos that 

are shot by Xiaomi, the aspect ratio is 15: 9, and d is the vertical screen shooting.) 
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Fig. 1.2  Photos that are resized only according to their geometric constraints 

(The above pictures are scaled with the conventional method that we stretch the photos wider or 

narrower directly. We can find the picture content is anamorphic, affecting the visual effects.) 

We can further discover that the nature of this problem is how to change the 

scale of the picture without affecting the content of the picture. In fact, this problem is 

involved in many fields. Besides this problem in our daily life, we found that the 

distortions of pictures also bring a lot of troubles in many fields, ranging from 

webpage making to photography. With the popularity of technology, more and more 

people will browse the websites with many different devices, such as telephones, iPad, 

and computers. What’s more “terrible” is that all these devices have different sizes of 

screen. So, the people who design webpage cannot guarantee that all the pictures on 

the webs will have good-looking on these devices if he or she only uses the ordinary 

method of image resizing. To the people who are interested in photography, he or she 

will also face with the problem when the 3*5 picture is converted into 6*6 pictures. 

To avoid distorting the picture, a lot of people always turn to Photoshop for help. 

Someone cuts the useless part of the photo by themselves. But this method seems 

slow and limited, when the useless part is scattering and irregular. Someone, who is 

familiar with Photoshop, would like use Clone Stamp Tool to change the size. This 

way, however, will cost at least fifteen minutes to deal with a very ordinary picture, 

which is in a low efficiency.  

But our program is based on Content-Aware Resizing, which can not only reach 

the same goals stating above automatically, but also it can finish a lot of more 
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complex goals, such as reserving a specific area of a picture, recognizing people in the 

photos to cut the picture more precisely, and so on. The main algorithm in out project 

is Energy Function, Dynamic Programming and Face Detection. Tested by about a 

great number of pictures of various contents, our project can deal with the pictures 

successfully. For a few pictures which are filled with too many colors and subjects, 

our project also provides selecting function, which can meet more requirements 

broached by users.  
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2 Model & Theory 

2.1 Energy function 

When resizing the images, the most important of all is to keep the completeness 

of the information expressed. Formally, we can consider parts varied with great 

ranges include more information. Remove unobtrusive pixels that are mixed with their 

surroundings will not make a difference. To find out the pixels to be removed, we 

introduce energy function. 

For pixel P (x, y), its energy function is       
 

  
    

 

  
  . 

Fig. 2.1    A demonstration of the energy power of each pixel 

 calculated by our program 

We can delete same number of pixels from each row to narrow the width of 

image while keeping the rectangular shape. We should minimize the sum of energy 

function of pixels removed, thus maximize the amount of information of the 

remaining parts. But only to do so will destroy the continuity of picture. And only 

remove pixels of one column whose sum is the smallest at a time will also lead to 

breakage. So we remove pixels by seam, and this is seam carving. Define a vertical 

seam in a n×m image to be: 
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And x is a mapping                      . 

Fig. 2.2    Vertical seam and horizontal seam 

2.2 Dynamic programming 

To explain the core algorithm of this program-dynamic programming-more 

clearly, we would like to introduce an example. This example is a 5*4 picture as 

showed below(obviously it’s not a real situation, just for explanation).  

199 5 89 77 60 

76 45 3 80 30 

233 142 10 100 70 

165 1 197 46 255 

Fig. 2.3    The sample of a 5*4 picture 

(This form shows the energy power of each pixel.) 
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To describe the procedure more clearly and conveniently, we firstly define a term 

the best sum. If we want to calculate the best sum from pixel[i1][j1] to pixel[i2][j2],  

we should find one pixel in each row(from row i1+1 to i2-1) and these pixels must be 

connected; and then we sum up all the energy power of the pixels we choose and the 

energy power of pixel[i1][j1] & pixel[i2][j2]. If the sum is lowest among all kinds of 

choices, this sum is the best sum from pixel[i1][j1] to pixel[i2][j2]. 

Then we define the term, the optimum energy consumption. If we want to 

calculate optimum energy consumption of pixel[x][y],  we should find a pixel in row 

one to make sure that the best sum from this pixel to pixel[x][y] is lowest than any 

other pixel in row one. And the best sum from this pixel to pixel[x][y] is the optimum 

energy consumption of pixel[x][y]. We call the path, through which we can get the 

optimum energy consumption, the shortest path. 
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Fig. 2.4  The correct and wrong samples of the shortest path 

(a, the picture shows the correct shortest path of pixel[3][1].b, why the red line is not the shortest 

path is that pixel[2][3] and pixel [3][1] are not connected. c, why the red line is not the shortest 

path is that this path doesn’t produce the optimum energy consumption (5+45+233<5+76+233)) 

In this program, our aim is to find the shortest path of all the pixels in the last 

row and delete the path which produces the lowest optimum energy consumption 

among these paths. 

We define 3 two-dimension arrays: M[i][j], e[i][j] and path[i][j]. e[i][j] is the 

energy power of each pixel and M[i][j] is the optimum energy consumption of 

pixel[i][j]. path[i][j] records the column of pixel in the previous row from which we 

reach the pixel[i][j] to follow the shortest path. 

2.2.1  Initialization 
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For the first row, the optimum energy consumption for each pixel if the pixel’s 

own energy power. So M[1][j] is e[1][j] and path[i][j] is j. 

2.2.2  Procedure 

Starting from the second row, we should calculate the optimum energy 

consumption for each pixel in this row. Take pixel[2][5] for example. Because the 

way we choose should be connected, the pixels in the previous row which can reach 

pixel [2][5] can only be pixel[1][4], pixel[1][5] and pixel[1][6]. So the optimum 

energy consumption of pixel[2][5] can only be M[1][4]+e[2][5] or M[1][5]+e[2][5] or 

M[1][6]+e[2][5]. To get the optimum energy consumption, we should just compare 

that three numbers and let M[2][5] to be the lowest among them. We can write a 

general equation for all the pixels in this row.                           

1, ⅈ−1, ,  −1, +1  

For the other rows, we can follow the equation above. 

After calculating, we should also record the path. 

2.2.3  Find the seam to delete 

When we get all the optimum energy consumptions of all the pixels in the last 

row, we will find the lowest among them and the way which produces that lowest 

number is the seam we should delete.  
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3 Evaluation of the basic program 

3.1 Successful samples of the basic program 

Our basic program works very well for some natural scenery photographs 

because these photos generally have a relatively single background (such as blue sky, 

grass). 

Fig. 3.1  Successful sample I 

(a, a 1200*800 picture, which is the original picture waiting for rescaling. b, an 800*800 picture, 

which is the result image of our program. c, an 800*800 picture, which is scaled directly. We can 

find the obvious differences between picture b & picture c. For example, the three people of 

picture c are squeezed, but in picture b, all the people almost remain their original appearances.) 

To think about how our program works when dealing with the pictures, we can 

find that, for example, pavement, grass, groves, etc. have a smaller energy value, and 

people, bicycles and wildflowers in the background have a higher energy value. The 

pixels with smaller energy values are deleted, and the pixels with higher energy 

values are preserved, so that the desired effect can be obtained. 
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 Below we will list some of the outcome of our program and compare them with 

the results obtained by direct scaling. We turn all the pictures into square shapes, 

which are extreme situations of scaling. 

Fig. 3.2  Successful sample II 

(a, the original rectangular picture. b, the picture produced by our program. c, the picture scaled 

directly. In our program, we assume that the white sky and blue lake are unimportant information, 

so they are given very low energy points. So, we will get picture b, in which some parts of the sky 

and lake are sacrificed but the beautiful trees, as the main objects of this picture, are remained) 

Fig. 3.3  Successful sample III 

(a, the original rectangular picture. b, the picture produced by our program. c, the picture scaled 

directly. It’s obviously that the house of picture c is malformed, but our program automatedly 

reserves the whole house but cuts some less pivotal part of this picture) 
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3.2  Problems of the basic program 

But for the photos with rich contents (such as those containing both people, 

which we want to reserve, and very complex background), the basic program is 

limited. The algorithm of the basic program only calculates each pixel’s energy point 

and delete those seams with low energy power. But for the pictures mentioned above, 

both the background and main objects have very high energy points, for every part of 

the picture has very intensified color changing. As a result, the program may be 

confused when deleting seams and probably will delete the information we want to 

reserve, resulting in the main deformation of the image. The below pictures are an 

illustration of this situation. 

Fig. 3.4  Failed sample 

(a, the original picture. b, the picture that we want to get, in which the main sculpture is well 

reserved. c, the outcome of our program in practice) 
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3.3 Improvement 1: face detection 

 

Fig. 3.5  A picture of face detection 

(The football players’ faces in this picture have been detected by out program. The pixels in the 

blue regions will be assigned to very high energy power so that the faces will not be delete)    

We have further improved the procedures for these problems. For human, faces 

are probably the most significant information in the picture. So, the ability to 

recognize faces is very necessary. Our program carries face detection algorithm, and 

give the pixels of the face extra energy to keep them complete. We find that this 

method is very effective, because the biggest challenge faced by the previous program 

is the wrong deletion of human faces (or other objects’ faces). As is known that the 

whole face is almost in the same color, such as flesh color, which causes that the 

whole face will get relative low energy points. What’s more, the contours of faces are 

so pivotal that if the faces are partly deleted, the deformations will be obvious, which 

is different from deleting part of the skies or grasslands. So, adding face detection 

algorithm to our basic program can be a good solution to the previous problems. 

Moreover, the users needn’t to have extra troubles when dealing with the pictures. 

Just let the computer do all the work. 
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Fig. 3.6  A successful sample of the improved program 

(a, the original picture. b, the rescaling picture directly. c, the outcome of our improved program, 

based on face detection. d, the outcome of our basic program, which doesn’t work well in this kind 

of situation) 

3.4 Improvement 2: users’ inputs to guide the program 

Different users have different requirement, so solving countless conditions in 

practical use by the same program is obviously unreasonable. We allow users to select 

some important parts manually, to make a man-machine interaction. The below 

picture is a brief show of how this function works.  

Fig. 3.7  Exhibition of the operating window  
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4 Applications 

4.1 Photo Printing 

Now, more and more people are equipped with a printer at home, in the 

supermarket is also very easy to buy like paper, but when some photos taken with 

mobile phone print out, you will find the phone screen length and width ratio and our 

traditional Like paper, the aspect ratio varies greatly. This is because the mobile 

phone developers now for the appearance of mobile phone appearance, the screen size 

has lost the standardization, has not meet our traditional photos a few inches limit. But 

this is the case, the print out of the photo or leave a blank space, or photos will be due 

to changes in the aspect ratio of the deformation, the problem has become a lot of 

family print photos of a major distress. But our program can help users to achieve a 

good print. 

Sheet. 4.1   Mobile Phones 

Model Resolution Approximate Ratio 

iPhone 4 Series 960*640 3:2 

iPhone 5 Series 1136*640 7:4 

iPhone 6 & 6S 1334*750 3:2 

iPhone 6+ & 6S+ 1920*1080 9:5 

Others 1280*720 or 2560 * 1440 or … 9:5 

 

Sheet.4.2   Standard Size of Printing Paper (In China) 

 Size (cm) Approximate Ratio 

5 cun 8.9*12.7 5:7 

6 cun 10.2*15.2 5:7 

7 cun 12.7*17.8 5:7 

 

Nowadays, there is a kind of machines which are so welcomed in many shopping 

malls-the free printers. But the users will be somehow disappointed that the photos 

printed out will always have white margins (like the picture showed below). That’s 
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because the different size of photos in our phones. If our program can be applied to 

this kind of machines, we are sure that these machines will be more popular.   

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1  Photo printer and its products 

Moreover, many people now want to be their photos as WeChat, QQ picture, or 

print them out, installed in a small pendant as a decoration. In these cases, people 

usually want to convert the photo into a square, if you take a direct drawing method, 

will affect the picture content of the aesthetics, so our program will be based on image 

content to cut, to meet people's ideal for photo scaling requirements. 

4.2 Picture resizing on different devices 

With more and more kinds of technology devised, we can use various devices to 

take pictures or recording videos. But due to the different sizes of the devices’ screens, 

it’s hard to make full screen without distorting the image content when displaying the 

photos or video on other devices. For example, in our daily life, many families would 

like to buy wide-screen TVs. But they will find that many objects show by their TVs 

seem to be “fatter”, which damages the visual effect and even go against the basic aim 

of wide-screen TV-to have better visual effect. If our program can be applied to these 

situations, these problems will be solved.     
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4.3 Website making and the similar fields. 

Having made surveys among those whose jobs are associated with pictures, such 

as the website makers or even some people who want to add pictures to their papers, 

essays or presentation, we find that many people are annoyed by a problem: usually 

the sizes of the original pictures doesn’t meet their need. For example, to a website 

maker, he will get pictures as the resources of the website from various sources, such 

as the Internet, photographer’s work and so on. But usually the sizes of these pictures 

doesn’t fit his design of the website’s composition (for instance, he reserves a square 

space for the picture but actually he gets a rectangular one). He has to resize the 

pictures with the conventional method only to get a picture with malformation, which 

has a bad effect on the visual effect of the website. To a broader context, many people 

have met the problem of the deformity of picture content due to the resizing with 

traditional method. 7 of 10 people, according to our survey, said that they always add 

pictures to their papers or presentations and they are looking forward to an app which 

can change the size of pictures optionally while reserving the original visual effect. If 

our program can be made as an app, it will solve many problems and have a broad use.  
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5 Conclusion 

We present a method combining seam carving and face detection (or the uses’ 

interactive operation) in order to resize the picture according to its content. The 

energy function and dynamic programming provide an approach of finding the seam, 

which keeps the completeness the pictures and meet the geometric constraints. The 

face detection (or the uses’ interactive operation) provides solutions to more specific 

problems of the basic program, which makes this program more intelligent. Our 

appealing part is the improvement of the basic program, which solve many problems 

of the basic program, which are found by ourselves through many times of 

experiments. Our program can also have many real applications. We have some ideas 

about how to put this algorithm into real use, which is one of our practical innovations 

of this topic. In terms of photo printing, picture displaying and website making, this 

program will have a broad use, which will make a groundbreaking progress in the 

practices. 
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